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Dear Sir/ Madam,

 

We were awaiting for the day when we would get a chance to visit the environment our kids are studying and to be at their
classroom to interact with their class teacher.

 

Finally the day came on 09th February we arrived on time at 2 p.m and there was a bus waiting for us to pick us up and
drop us at the Park Area. As soon as we entered we could feel the kids were enjoying there and my kid said lets go to the
indoor unit. As soon we went there our daughter said Mom remove your shoes keep it at the corner before we could say
that to her. There comes the first impression.

 

 

PLAY AREA

 

Then we entered the indoor play unit were we could see, it was very spacious with more than 10-15 fans around and she
was enjoying with all the games, I was asking my husband when should we move out to the classrooms our daughter
promptly replied, Mom they will whistle and then you need to move on. I smiled and as she said we got the whistle sound
after 10 minutes.

 

There were buses which took us to the MLC building were there were staffs with the boards to guide us and we signed
the papers and we went to the classrooms.

 

So starting from the main entrance to the classrooms there were no doubts from the parents where to go? How to go?
Everything was properly organized without we asking people around for answers.

 

Classrooms

 

The classrooms were very much ventilated with proper sunlight and 4 fans in each of the corners, Pooja units  and a rest
room inside the classroom so that the kids need not rush outside for the rest rooms. Wherever we go we look for
ventilation and sunlight it was proper there and the floors , the roof everything was clean without a dust. We interacted
with the teachers and I could see how much our kid was organized with each of the activity,that she replaces each unit
properly before taking the next one.

 



As soon as we were about to leave, the staffs insisted multiple times please go to the dining area. They ensured we went
to the dining area.

 

Dining area

 

The dining area was much organized and with lot of staffs serving the proper amount. The kids were given the amount of
food that they could consume, no overloading and wasting of food. They came in multiple rounds and were asking if we
wanted more it was like a wedding function were people come around and ask you multiple times if you need more. We
were surprised.

 

Quality of the food, what can I say? It was of exact spice level that the kids could consume and it was proper for the
adults too. There was no compromise on the quality or taste. We had food and then we went back to the classroom to say
thanks to the staff and we were returning by lift immediately there was one lady who called me and asked mam did you
have food I was surprised that how courteous they are to check if I had food or not even while I am returning in the lift.
They had also requested multiple times to use the lift by seeing that I am a pregnant women.

 

After the visit we went to the temple and left peacefully the place hoping that our daughter is in a proper/safe
environment.

 

Note : One request to the management, the pictures are the memories for the kids even after N number of years their first
staff, first friends stay in their mind forever. If possible please send us an yearly group picture which we can treasure
forever. Thanks.

 

 

Thanks,

Ramanathan & Kavipriya

(Parent of R.Vedeesha , JM2 – E51)

 


